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This  place is
st i l l  beaut i fu l

by Xixi Tian

The l i fe  and cr imes
of  Hoodie  Rosen

by Isaac Blum

Victims of a hate crime, the estranged Flanagan
sisters reunite in their small Midwestern town,
where tensions are running high, and navigate

an unexpected summer during which an
explosive secret threatens to tear them apart

forever.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC TIAN

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC BLUM

Moving to the quiet, mostly non-Jewish town of
Tregaron, Hoodie Rosen falls for the daughter of

the mayor who is trying to keep Hoodie’s
Orthodox Jewish community out of town, and
when antisemitic crimes turn deadly, he must

choose between his first love and the only world
he’s ever known.

Not  that  r ich
by Belinda Lei

The chosen one
by Echo Brown

Hunter and Trisha Wang are trying to balance it
all. Will Hunter get into Stanford and keep dating

“it girl” Sierra? Will Trisha find love with outsider
Ray Martinez? Will billionaire newcomer Jack

Zhou figure out how to fit in? Welcome to
Winchester High, a prestigious prep school

where students live seemingly perfect, privileged
lives.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC LEI

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC BROW

A magic realism personal narrative by Echo Brown
about their experience as a first-year, first-

generation Black student at Dartmouth College.
Echo confronts mental illness, grief, racism, love,

friendship, ambition, self-worth, and belonging as
they steer the fates of first-generation college

students on Dartmouth’s campus.

The black gir ls
le f t  s tanding

by Juliana Goodman

Seoulmates
by Susan Lee

After her sister is killed by an off-duty police
officer, Beau finds herself in way over her head
while searching for a witness—and the truth—

and must decide how much she is willing to risk
to clear her sister’s name.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC GOOD

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC LEE

When her former best friend, K-drama star
Jacob Kim, returns to San Diego, Hannah Cho is

torn between the new feelings developing
between them and her ex-boyfriend who wants

her back.
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No f i l ter  &  other  l ies
by Crystal Maldonado

The s i lence that
binds us

by Joanna Ho

17-year-old Kat Sanchez uses photos of a friend
to create a fake Instagram account, but when
one of her posts goes viral and exposes Kat's

duplicity, her entire world--both real and
pretend--comes crashing down around her.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC MALD

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC HO

When her brother’s suicide results in racial
accusations being hurled against her parents for
putting too much “pressure” on him, Maybelline
Chen challenges these ugly stereotypes through
her writing and decides to speak out despite the

consequences.

Other  s ide of
the t racks

by Charity Alyse

Sel f-made boys
by Anna-Marie McLemore

When Zach, a white boy from Philly, moves to a
racially divided town, he befriends Black siblings

Capri and Justin, but when the police murder one
of their friends, the town erupts into an all-out
war, with Capri, Justin, and Zach caught in the

middle.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC ALYS

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC MCLE

Centering on 17-year-old Latinx, gay, and
transgender boy Nicholás Caraveo, the novel

reimagines The Great Gatsby to explore not just
the deceptive decadence of New York, but the
struggle to find where one fits in, representing

themes such as the racism and queer lives of the
1920's.

Ain ' t  burned
al l  the br ight

by Jason Reynolds

Hol low f i res
by Samira Ahmed

This smash-up of art and text visually captures
what it is to be Black in America—and what it

means to REALLY breath.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC REYN

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC AHME

After discovering the body of 14-year-old Jawad
Ali in Jackson Park, 17-year-old journalism

student Safiya Mirza begins investigating his
murder and ends up confronting white

supremacy in her own high school.

House of  yesterday
by Deeba Sargarpur

Some kind of  hate
by Sarah D. Littman

With her beloved grandmother suffering from
dementia, Sara, a 16-year-old Afghan-Uzbek

girl, stumbles upon the haunting apparition of a
much-younger version of her grandmother,
which brings to light her family’s immigrant

past.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC SARG

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC LITT

Fueled by rage, believing white kids like him are
being denied opportunities because others are

manipulating the system, Declan decides to
fight back, but when things turn deadly, he

must decide just how far he’ll go and what he’s
willing to sacrifice.

The assignment
by Liza Wiemer

We deserve
monuments

by Jas Hammonds

An exploration of anti-Semitism, inspired by a
real-life incident, finds two students refusing to

participate in a debate assignment about World
War II’s infamous “Final Solution” genocide plan

when it requires them to investigate and
represent Nazi perspectives.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC WIEM

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC HAMM

When 17-year-old Avery moves to rural Georgia
to live with her ailing grandmother, she

encounters decade-old family secrets and a
mystery surrounding the town's racist past.

The weight  o f  b lood
by Tiffany D. Jackson

Afr ican Town
by Irene Latham

& Charles Waters

While at Springville High’s first integrated prom,
Maddie, a constantly bullied biracial teenager, is
tormented by her classmates until her secret is

revealed — one that will cost them their lives.

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC JACK

CALL NUMBER: YA FIC LATH

Chronicling the story of the last Africans
brought illegally to America in 1860, African

Town is a powerful and stunning novel-in-verse.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Latinx
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Great_Gatsby

